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About This Content

The Worms™ Reloaded "Time Attack" pack features 20 new heart-pounding single-player race missions designed to test
players’ Rope and Jet Pack skills to the limit! The "Time Attack" pack also includes 3 new hats, 3 new speech banks, 3 new

gravestones, a new "Time Attack" landscape theme and 12 new Achievements.

Key Features

20 new single-player "Time Attack" maps, with leaderboards.

1 new "Time Attack" landscape theme.

3 new hats.

3 new speech banks.

3 new gravestones.

12 new Achievements.
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lOVE IT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. It's really novel, but very flat and impenetrable. I don't really understand what my goals are, outside of, I
guess "clean up my act". There just a lot of random fighting in the streets. It seems like it has promise, but I can't progress very
far in it and the combat just isn't interesting enough to keep me going.. Hyper Fighters
fast game with modern day graphics with easy controls that moves from location A to B to C and so on.

good game.

Personal Suggested Purchase Price: $0.49 Or Less During Sale. For MK Fans for sure. It's free, it works, and there are enough
players to get a game going. If you enjoy Bomberman there's no reason not to give this a try.

- Several maps.
- Up to 8 players.
- Can configure a sudden death option so the match doesn't last forever.
- Free movement, but tile based bomb placement.
- Character customization.
- No pay-to-win elements.. You get to shoot a bunch of stuff for 99 cents.. LOVE this game. LOVE it. If you're into ninjas,
sidescrollers, quick paced action, comic books, cliché ninja stories; if you're into ANY of these, buy it. If you're not...well, buy
it. Because it's awesome.
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IrreVRsible is Easily the most fun I have had in VR and it is $6 well spent. It had me drenched in sweat from being so active..
Fun trading game.. eXceed 2nd - Vampire REX is a remake of the game eXceed 2nd - Vampire and is (duh) the second game in
the series. It puts you in charge of guiding Ria File, a half-human, half-vampire, through the levels as the Church tries to take
her out. In this game, you'll go against the three characters of the last game (Tinata, Sowel, and Miyabi). This game is more
forgiving, because Ria has the power to absorb both colored bullets (blue and red) to charge up a special attack. Though the
game is easier than the first game, and possibly a little easier than the third, I haven't made it passed Stage 4. The game is a
bullet hell, I've never been good with bullet hells, but I love playing them. The music is oustanding and definitely should be
played while playing the game to get the most out of the intensity that is within this game just waiting to unleash. 5/5 from me..
If your hard up for a Dungeon Masterish feeling you may like this.
Keep these things in mind before buying.

No resting. At least no way I have ever found. You need to just sit there and wait for health and mana to come back.

Clunky combat and not balanced at all. A bat or rat can very easily wipe the whole party.
And if you get more than one at a time or right after each other your screwed.. You go guys ! Great game ! From Vietnam with
love !. I have no friends to play locally ;-;. BEST GAME TO PLAY WITH FRIENDS/FAMILY!!!
One Of The BEST Family Game I've Played!!!. Mindless fun...

It is mindless fun in a way. The cut scenes, done with awful animations by todays standards, is still something to giggle at. There
is this scene where an englishman and italian chat about tea while everything around them is shot to pieces.

The combat though, is far from nifty. In fact it doesn't pay when you avoid of the scripted path.
Example: at the Tobruk scenario I decided not to persue the main objective directly, instead I took a left hook, attacked the
enemy from the rear, taking his bases before proceeding towards the first main objective.
This resulted in me being punished for it. When I did take the first main objective it immediatly said I did the second and third
main objective too and that ended the scenario, thus i was never able to accomplish the secret and optional objectives.
In all i missed out on 150 prestige points which is equal to 25 percentage of the points for the scenario.

Otherwise the game is hampered by a lot of issues. For instance, all cannon have the same effect. So an artillery pieces do more
damage to a tank than a tank or tank destoyer do. You are relying heavily on repair and resupply units. Infantry is next to useless
except for ai run mortar crews. The ai has lots of them and while mortars are next to useless against tanks in ww2 reality, in this
game they are a deadly threat simply because there are so many around.

Recon units seem to perform good or bad depending on the side you play. Mostly they recon just about enough to let you see an
enemy before they see you. It seems that german units are slightly favored.

Scenarios range from neat to annoying. You gain points with each scenario so you can buy better units, but not every scenario
you are allows you to arrange your troops and spent the points you gained. A lot of them just throw you in with whatever the
scenario gives and hits you at once with assault.

As said.. it is fun.. but you better of buying it on the cheap.
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